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animal dies, it no longer absorbs C14. The Carbon 14 begins to lose its
energy and change back into nitrogen
at a rate that can be measured. This
tells us how long ago something
died. Once more, the only way to test
if the Carbon I 4 methods work is to
date something vf known age and see
how it matches up. This has been
done.
A. Mollusks (clams) were dated
as dying 2,300 years ago. The
problem was, the mollusks were still
alive!4
from an eruption
that
B. Fresh sealskins were dated as
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dying 1,300 years ago! 5
B. Igneous rocks in the bottom of
c. Living snails passing away
the Grand Canyon were dated
27,000 years ago! 6
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Some scientists tell us that
have been
while another part
radioactive dating methods are
younger; not
met its maker
40, 000 years ago.
scientifically accurate and prove that
enly were they
the earth is billions of years old.
on top, but they
Yet, wood found
However, as we learned in the last
flowed down
along side the baby
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into the canyon
mammoth was
after the canyon
tested as passing
these methods are based on guesses.
Only rocks thm have been very
w~ formed! 2
away 10,000 years
c. In
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hot and liquid-like m one time (such
as igneous or metamorphic) can be
Washington,
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These are only a
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dated using radioactive methods.
Mount St. Helens it-~.
Some of these rocks contain
blew its top in
examples but, as
radioactive minerals that give off
1980. In 1982 it blew again and a
you can see, radioisotope and C-14
their energy over time (radioactive
lava dome began to form in the
dating methods are very inaccurate.
· They give us false answers. If yo~
decay) at a rate that can be measured.
crater. In 1999, rocks from the lava
The best way to know if these
dome were tested using radioactive
cannot get the right dates from thmgs
of known age, then how can you
dating methods work is to test them
dating methods. This should have
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that show
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million years old! 3
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SILLY RIDDLES
(Answers at bottom)
What has a face but cannot see?
What has a mouth but cannot talk?
What has ears but cannot hear?
What has teeth but cannot eat?
What has a head but cannot think?
What has a tongue but cannot talk?
What has three feet bn.t cannot walk?
What has four eyes but cannot see?
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